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P r e s e n t a t i o n
XÓM  B Ắ C  C Ầ U   COMMUN I T Y  GARDEN

Xóm Bắc Cầu is a non-profit and member-driven organisation born in 2018 in Hanoi,
Vietnam. It defines as a participatory and collaborative garden: a place of friendliness,
exchange and sharing. ( Spoken languages: Vietnamese, English, French, Italian )
Xóm Bắc Cầu provides schools and organizations with work platforms in spaces that it
partially manages and organizes. Xóm Bắc Cầu’s FIELD TRIP PROGRAM promotes : art as
a means of learning and sharing of knowledge among children.
Xóm Bắc Cầu project focuses on sustainable practice and works in this way with other
local and international cultural/institutional/educational/social structures. It can
accommodate all kind of activities, if included a teaching program responsible for the
environment.
 

01 / VISION
 
Bring the children (the one that secretly lurks inside of us all) to discover an ideal
environment to grow and learn with pleasure in an atmosphere of peace, with respect
for their rhythm and peculiarity.

 

02 / CORE VALUES
 
To generate between several projects entities - ecological, social, artistic - a dynamic
initiative based on common values: - Equity of abilities and needs - Sharing, simplicity
and co-operation - Make the ecological and energetic transition to simple living
 

03 / OBJECTIVES
 
To propose an accompaniment according to the needs: technical assistance and follow-
up of the camp. To promote alternatives pedagogies - such as Montessori pedagogy -
and all activities relating to the well-being of children. In order to support both the
individual beyond the student, and collective experience as a learning process. To
valorize and rethink eco-responsible and traditional behaviours, in order to reach
sustainable practice.





T H E  S P A C E
01  / Entrance - Parking

 

02  / NHA  SAN - COMMUNITY HOUSE
The ground floor is an ideal co-working space for everyone to learn and practice in . The upper floor is a

traditional sleeping area use for naptime , screening and other quiet activity .

 

03  / RIVER  DECK - PLAYGROUND
A completely open area with direct access to the garden , provides a shaded area for activities or relaxing

and enjoying the panoramic view .

 

04  / AQUAPONIC - BALANCED ECOSYSTEM
Alternative to soil agriculture : plants grow with roots in the water and nutriments are brought by fishes

waste .

 

05  / NHA  GO  - SIMPLE LIVING
Traditional tiny house in wood hosts volunteers , artists and curious for a eco-friendly stay experience in

XBC .

 

06  / GARDEN - FOOD FOREST AND PERMACULTURE
Open to the local neighbourhood of Bắc Cầu as well as external visitors , the garden is used to educate

and test sustainable food growing methods , manage water , and care for animals .

 

07  / NHA  DAT - SIMPLE LIVING
Traditional tiny house in soil hosts volunteers , artists and curious for a eco-friendly stay experience in

XBC .

 

08  / NHA  SANG  TAO - ART RESIDENCY
The Nha Sang tao is a studio space dedicated for expression and experimentation . The Lab provides art

equipment for all kinds of application , the Workshop provides tools for all plasticians and makers .

 

09  / STORAGE - UP-CYCLING
Contains up-cycled materials . These resources are free for anyone to use - for individual expression ,

training , learning and sharing skills .

 

10  / COOP - ANIMAL CARING
Animal caring is another key aspect of XBC vision . In the goal of achieving self sustainability . Animal

provides food (eggs) and enrich the soil with nutriments .

 

11  / NHA  VE  SINH

 

12  / NHA  VUON  SONG  DUONG  - COLLECTIVE RESTAURANT
Vegetarian food elaborate with 100% Organic products , fruit of the collaboration between french Chef

Jeremie Amar and our vietnamese Chef Co Lan .

 

 

The site spreads over 4,500 sq, 6 buildings & green areas. Together, these spaces aim to restore the site to its former
liveliness.



2 4  H O U R S  I N  X B C
MORNING ACTIVITIES : 8.30 - 11.30

LUNCH : 11.30 - 12.30

NAPTIME / FREE TIME : 12.30 - 14.30



AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES : 14.30 - 18.30

DINER : 18.30 - 19.30
EVENING ACTIVITIES : 19.30 - 22.00



01 / AWAKENING TO CULTURE AND THE WORLD
 

Proposing differents outdoor activities is the opportunity to introduce children to the
taste of effort, the importance of exchange, respect for others and therefore the world
around them. Associating sports initiation and discovery of a natural environment from
a very young age is a good way to fight against the sedentariness of young people often
caused by new technologies.

 

 Inside Playground: story telling - story writting to movie making - screening - nap times
- multilinguisme activities
Outside Playground: collective games - mixed dances - body and space management -
fishing - treasure hunts 

 

 

 02 / AWAKENING TO NATURE
 

The garden allows to set up the basic concepts (the concept of life, cycle), to structure
the time, to sensitize to the environment, to develop the scientific spirit and to develop
fundamental behaviors such as the observation, taking responsibility, initiative; through
the life of our cultural center. 
 

Garden: gardening, planting, harvesting - the plants of Vietnam - the advantages of the
garden on the hill - aquaponic system - to maintain, embellish, develop - work of taste:

raw fruits and vegetables.

Observation: the inhabitants of the garden: insects, invertebrates, birds... - the life cycle
and anatomy of plants - drawing and reading of landscape - the life of the soil: humus,

litter, earth
Animal care:   immersive discovery of a kennel - the inhabitants of the farm - animal
awareness and behavior - classification of living species  

 

 

03 / AWAKENING TO PRACTICAL LIFE
 

Those exercises are all aimed at getting children, over time, to be more and more able
to concentrate, to carry out an activity to the end, to control their actions, refine their
precision and develop their psychomotility while becoming more autonomous. The
child goes step by step, moving from the concrete to the abstract and vice versa, to the
rhythm that suits him. 

 

Sustainable development: learn how to sort our waste on the living - develop menus
with local and seasonal fruits and vegetables - compost maintenance - initiation to the
different tools of the construction
Day life: work around the wood: make up-cycling furnitures - construction of insect and
animal houses - work around the wood: make up-cycling furnitures - natural hygiene
products: toothpaste, washing solution

A C T I V I T Y  I D E A S



IRESD - Institute for research about education and sustainable development
 

IRESD is a virtual institute. Its main purpose is to mobilize and coordinate research and
to distribute and disseminate research results within the field of education for
sustainable development (ESD). The institute assembles PhDs, educators, and PhD
students, is an interface between ESE research and practice and constitutes, together
with its partners an important national and international research and development
environment.
 

C&E Center - Center for Development of Community Initiative and Environment
 

Center for Development of Community Initiative and Environment (C&E) is a
Vietnamese non-profit and non-governmental organisation established in 2008. C&E
works to promote participation and improve capacity of local community groups and
organisations for better solutions to environmental issues that are related to their life,

contributing to the development of civil society and sustainable environment in
Vietnam. C&E has a network of community groups all around Vietnam including young
volunteers and civil society groups who work on sustainable development field. At the
moment, C&E is working on many projects related to Sustainable Development such as:

“Education for Sustainable Development” , “Youth Action on Sustainable Lifestyles” and
“Capacity Building for Community”.

 

Bac Tom - Organic Label
 

Could be translate as “Uncle Tom”, it wishes to become a representative of natural
products: goods for health and linked to sustainable farming practice. It proposes to
supply customers with clean and safe products, while ensuring environmental
protection. It aims to provide the most natural, clean and convenient food available in
the domestic market, in addition to developing a system of eco-responsible farms -

respectable of vietnamese biodiversity - and aspires to support initiative project in order
to promote a healthy lifestyle that connects people with nature.

 

Nhà Vườn Sông Đuống - Cuisine
 

CHEF Jérémie Amar proposes a cuisine inspired by his many origins - Vietnamese,

French and Algerian. After working in French and Vietnamese famous restaurants, he
decided to settle on the peninsula of Bắc Cầu - surrounded by nature - and wants to use
the rich vietnamese biodiversity through the techniques of French gastronomy. His
village house has a spacious courtyard of 350m2, shaded by fruit trees and with
panoramic view on the Đuống River. An ideal romantic place for an exceptional
meal.  Services : Lunch- Brunch - Dinner - Gathering as Field Trips, Anniversaries,

Weddings… At the village house in Bắc Cầu or *Home cooking. Send your request at  

amarjeremie@gmail.com    in order to receive your personal menu proposal and
quotation.

P A R T N E R S H I P S



T O  C O L L A B O R A T E
Kids and adults are invited to discover the different playgrounds and gardens spread on
the site; enjoy the river side in a secured and dedicated environment. In the respect of
our ethic and wearing safety shoes !

 

AVAILABILITY
 

Field trip's could be hosts every days.  Specific dates and schedules are open for the
organizer to suggest.
 

ACCOMMODATION - Nhà Sàn
 

We provide "simple living "accommodation in our Nhà Sàn (100 person max) as a dorm
with mats and fans, for naptimes and overnight stays. Feel free to bring your own pillow,

blanket, tent. Outdoor bathrooms is near the dorm and equipped with several showers
and toilets.

 

MEALS - Nhà Vườn Sông Đuống
 

30K/ breakfast (adult)
15K/ breakfast (kid)

50K/lunch or dinner (adult)
30K/lunch or dinner (kid)

 

Prepared with 100% Organic Food from our garden or from the village of Bắc Cầu. This
price included fruits served all along the day and free access to our ca phe and water
point.
 

FINANCE BY DONATION
 

Please consider that our garden can work and survive only thanks to the donations from
visitors like you. XBC would kindly ask you to auto-evaluate your donation for
collaboration, regarding of your own budget abilities and the services you receive. 

 

APPLICATION PROCESS
 
To apply the file of conduct should be sent before minimum 1 week before the field trip
baccau.contact@gmail.com and organized as such:

 

01 / Presentation of the organizer/organization/company
02 / Presentation text of project and specific program of the activities, with concise
provisional schedule of the field trip.

03 / Technical requirements to your stay: transportation, meals,  accommodation,

tools/materials needed, remarks such as potential nuisance or other.
 

 



A B O U T  U S

STAFF

Cam - Site management /  Lan - Site management / Francesco - Founder & General
Manager / Emilie - Founder & Administrator / Dung - Founder & Consultant / Jérémie - Chef

PUBLIC OPENING HOURS

Weekdays 4.30 pm to 6.30 pm
Weekend 8.30 am to 6.30 pm

ADDRESS

So 1, Alley 404 Pho Bắc Cầu, Ngọc Thụy, Long Biên, Hà Nội, Vietnam

baccau.contact@gmail.com
@BacCauGarden
@xom.baccau 

xombaccau.com
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